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Pommels are available in two versions, standard (A) and forward-mounted (B), and in two sizes, large and small. 
The difference between the versions is the shape of the fittings, which give the pommel different positions (E, F). 
The pommel cushion has soft padding around a solid core.

The pommel consists of a cushion and a fitting (C). It attaches to the seat plate via a pommel mount (D). The 
pommel is easily removed from the mount when the user is getting in to or out of the wheelchair.

Standard pommel
The standard pommel (E) is used to give support to or to 
separate the user's legs. It is adjustable in height and depth.

Forward-mounted pommel
The forward-mounted pommel (F) is used to give support 
to or to separate the user's legs further forward. This can 
be an advantage as the adduction force is decreased 
and pressure against the pommel is reduced. The risk of 
pressure against the genitalia is also reduced. The forward-
mounted pommel is adjustable in height.
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Measurements

Table 1 - Measurements [cm]

Model a
width at front

b
width at rear

c
height

d
length

Large 6 10 12 16

Small 6 8 10 13

Covers
The pommels are covered with soft vinyl material which is wipe-able.

Keep in mind

• The pommel mount should be removed if the pommel will no longer be used regularly.

• If the user slides forward against the pommel there is a risk of discomfort or injury.

Article numbers
All article numbers are found in the Prescription Form, art.nr. 95750-1.


